**ANATOMY OF A GRAVER**

**TRADITIONAL GRAVER**
- Face
- Size: 1/8" (0.004 mm)
- TANG OR SHANK
- Rounded End
- Chamfer Edges
- TOP
- BOTTOM
- Remove By Grinding

**SQUARE GRAVER**
- Any Width
- Remove By Grinding

**HOW-TO INSERT INTO HOLDER**
- Set Screw Always on Top
- Seated On Anvil
- Seated On Face

**DEGREES OF GRAVERS**

**90° GRAVER**
- Face
- Heel (Lift)
- 45°
- 90°
- 45°

**120° GRAVER**
- Face
- Heel (Lift)
- 30°
- 120°
- 30°

**IMPORTANT**
Quench tool in water frequently if you are using a grinder. To prevent losing the tool’s hardness, never allow the tool to change color.
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